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The E. Bon Group of Companies (E.BON), established since 1976, whose 
holding company is listed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited 
(Stock Code:00599). E.BON is also known as one of the major suppliers of 
architectural hardware, bathroom, kitchen collection and designer furniture 
in Hong Kong. This successful Group started as a humble, traditional 
hardware shop in 1976. Founded and operated as a partnership of three 
gentlemen, the shop developed its own trading division by direct import 
from overseas in 1979. Since then, E.BON’s principal activity has significantly 
grown and the Group has engaged in the trading in architectural hardware, 

and eventually extended to bathroom, kitchen collection and 
designer furniture. E.BON actively participates in commercial 

and residential projects across Hong Kong, mainland 
China and Macau. Presently, its staffing members 

have been over 169.

To fulfil and in response to the customers’ 
needs, the E.BON Group, organised into 
different subsidiaries, supplies a wide range 
of builders hardware, bathroom, kitchen 
collections and designer furniture. These 
products have proven to be successful in 
meeting our customers’ needs.

E.BON places emphasis on ‘Quality of 
Services’. Our competitive edge is based on 

sincere concern for customers. Services are 
not only started at our marketing effort, but also 

include punctual delivery and efficient follow-up. 
Our services have helped gain customers’ trust and 

market recognition.

To keep up with the change in living standards, desire of lifestyle and 
infrastructure in the market, our products and services will continually 
upgrade to fit into this market trend. Customers will find what they are 
looking for easily.

The future direction of E.BON is to continue to lead the way towards 
higher level of customer services, and to cling to its corporate mission 
while boosting its competitive advantages to serve the markets with 
maximum quality.
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bathroom



Antoniolupi is an Italian company which has stood 
out in the design and manufacturing of bathroom 
furniture, both in Italy and abroad, for the past 
sixty years. The distinctive features of this ever-
developing company are its ability to innovate by 
continuously creating design, while investing heavily 
in manufacturing technology and collaborating with 
well-known designers.

funny west bathtub
design - paolo cappello & federico sandri
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ago bathtub
design - mario ferrarini

silenzio basin
design_domenico de palo

graffio basin
design_mario ferrarini
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cabo toilet
design_daniel debiasi & federico sandri

komodo toilet
design_al studio

fusto basin
design - nevio tellatin
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Axor is a leading designer brand for luxury in 
bathrooms and kitchens. Visionary power, an 
appreciation of premium quality and a passion 
for water give rise to inspirational solutions which 
continually redefine home decor and even water 
itself. Ranging from award-winning mixers, showers 
and accessories for premium-quality bathrooms 
through to innovative kitchen mixers that add design 
and high-tech features to sink units.
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axor my edition
design_phoenix design
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axor my edition
design_phoenix design

axor uno
design_phoenix design
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axor one
design_barber & osgerby
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axor starck organic
design_philippe starck
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axor starck
design_philippe starck
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axor starck v  

design_philippe starck

axor citterio m
design_antonio citterio 
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axor lampshower
design_nendo

axor showersolutions
design_phoenix design
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axor showersolutions
design_phoenix design

axor showersolutions
design_phoenix design
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Hansgrohe is one of the leading sanitary companies and 
manufactures products of the highest quality in terms 
of both form and function. As a result, customers all over 
the world derive long-term enjoyment from them. The 
hansgrohe and Axor brands have set really high standards: 
so the company only uses high-quality materials which are 
suitable for use with drinking water and which have been 
subjected to endurance tests. Hansgrohe’s own stringent 
guidelines, plus regular testing by independent institutes, 
ensure that you will enjoy long-term satisfaction.

metropol
design_phoenix design
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puravida
design_phoenix design
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talis emetris
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rainfinity
design_phoenix design
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rainselect
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rainmaker e
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rainmaker select
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raindance select
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raindance select
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As one of the most dynamic groups of companies operating 
in the sanitary industry, Duravit develops and manufactures 
sanitary ceramics, bathroom furniture, shower trays and 
bathtubs, whirl and wellness systems, shower-toilets and 
accessories for the international market.

sensowash i
design_philippe starck
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sensowash slim 
design_duravit

sensowash starck 
design_philippe starck
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viu + xviu
design_sieger design
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viu + xviu
design_sieger design
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happy d.2 plus
design_sieger design
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happy d.2 plus
design_sieger design
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durasquare
design_duravit
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luv
design_cecilie manz
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vero air
design_duravit
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shower + bath
design_eoos
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darling new
design_sieger design
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cape cod
design_philippe starck
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l-cube
design_christian werner
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me by starck
design_philippe starck
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The globally operating Geberit Group is a European leader 
in the field of sanitary products. Geberit operates as an 
integrated group with a very strong local presence in most 
European countries, providing unique added value when it 
comes to sanitary technology and bathroom ceramics.
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dual flush

pneumatic flush button

sigma30sigma20

kappa 21 kappa 50

type01 type70

sigma80sigma60

type01
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emerso
design_arik levy

Founded in 1918 in Germany, Kaldewei is a trailblazer that has 
revolutionized the market for baths. Kaldewei steel enamel is 
a material with inestimably valuable properties, and has just 
under a century of experience in making beautifully glossy 
and durable bathtub, shower tray, and washbasin.

emerso bathtub
design_arik levy
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Silenio washbasin / bathtub
design_anke salomon

superplan plus shower tray
design_kaldewei design

conoduo bathtub
design_sottsass associati

emerso washbasin
design_arik levy
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conoflat shower tray / cono basin
design_sottsass associati

incava bathtub
design_anke salomon
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Since 1956, THG Paris has established itself as THG brand for 
high end bathroom fittings and accessories.

Semi-precious stones, crystal, porcelain, onyx, optical glass, 
natural marble: the brand scrupulously selects top quality 
materials to create exceptional pieces. THG Paris represents 
resolutely timeless luxury and art of living.

le 9
design_pierre-yves rochon
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montaigne - grand antique marble
design_stéphanie coutas

system - marbre howlite à manettes
design_arik levy

nihal - porcelaine ivoire
design_xavier-cartron
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marquise gold decor
partner_bernardaud

monte carlo, white gold porcelain
partner_manufacture de monaco

collection “o”
design_studio putman
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pétale de cristal - clear crystal fine gold thread
partner_baccarat
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rose
partner_daum

oceania
partner_lalique

island
partner_daum
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VOLA stands for excellence in design, craftsmanship, and 
responsible manufacturing with a constant emphasis on 
research, development and innovation. VOLA products 
are found in many distinguished private houses and public 
buildings around the world, pairing award-winning product 
design with award-winning architecture.

hv1 one-handle mixer
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hv1e basin mixer with on-off sensor

111 one-handle build-in mixer
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fs2 free-standing wash basin mixer

kv1 one-handle mixer
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fs1 free-standing bath mixer with hand shower
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090fm-900 floor-mounted bath spout

2143t8 one-handle build-in mixer

bk13 two-handle mixer with swivel spout
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5251 thermostatic mixer

fs3 free-standing thermostatic shower with hand shower
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combi-32 
water fall shower, kneipp hose 
and build-in stop valve

t39el electric heated towel rail
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rs10 
electronic 
soap 
dispenser

rs2 
build-in 
tissue 
dispenser

rs1 
build-in 
waste bin
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furniture



Giorgetti, brand leader in contemporary 
design and presenting the uniqueness 
of Made in Italy craftsmanship, has a 
history of 120 years.

galet low table / stool
ripple armchair
design_ludovica + roberto palomba

on off table lamp
design_massimo zazzeron e 

centro ricerche giorgetti

frame bedside cabinet / 
double bed / mirror
design_carlo colombo
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pegaso double bed / romeo bedside table
design_roberto lazzeroni

galet left dormeuse
design_ludovica+roberto palomba

galet small sofa / low table
design_ludovica+roberto palomba

solemyidae stool
design_rossella pugliatti

kendama floor lamp
design_massimo zazzeron e centro ricerche giorgetti

progetti sense armchair
design_centro ricerche giorgetti

all around armchair / small sofa
design_ludovica+roberto palomba

archibald bedside table
design_roberto lazzeroni

hypnos double bed
design_umberto asnago

aei chest of drawers
design_chi wing lo
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skyline sofa / low tables
design_carlo colombo

kendama wall lamp
design_massimo zazzeron e centro ricerche giorgetti

amiral bookcase and corner piece
design_leonardo dainelli

fit low table / corallo low round table
design_giancarlo bosio e centro ricerche

skyline sofa
design_carlo colombo
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progetti wing chair
design_centro ricerche giorgetti

the cabinet of memories cabinet
design_chi wing lo

all around small sofa
design_ludovica+roberto palomba

fit low table
design_giancarlo bosio e centro ricerche

adam sofa / town cabinet
design_carlo colombo
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mtm modular elements
design_carlo colombo, centro ricerche giorgetti 

tamino armchair / sofa / pamina chair
design_roberto lazzeroni

blend low table
design_carlo colombo

mtm modular elements
design_carlo colombo, 

centro ricerche giorgetti 

alexa chair
design_umberto asnago
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all around armchair
design_ludovica+roberto palomba

romeo low table
design_roberto lazzeroni

charlotte tall cabinet
design_carlo colombo

charlotte low cabinet
design_carlo colombo
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opus armchair / round coffee table
design_carlo colombo

cozy small armchair
design_umberto asnago

round coffee table / low table
design_carlo colombo
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drive sofa / blend low table
design_carlo colombo

nyn corner chesk of drawers
design_chi wing lo

origami tall cabinet
design_massimo castagna

kendama suspended lamp 
design_massimo zazzeron e centro ricerche giorgetti

ibla chairs / memos table
design_roberto lazzeroni
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swords suspended lamp
design_giancarlo bosio e centro ricerche giorgetti

mtm modular elements
design_carlo colombo, centro ricerche giorgetti 

mizar table / selene armchair
design_roberto lazzeroni
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disegual table / alexa chair
design_umberto asnago

oli show case
design_chi wing lo

bigwig table / baron chair
design_ roberto lazzeroni
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baron armchairs / mogul desk
design_roberto lazzeroni

oli 2016 modular system
design_chi wing lo

hug armchair
design_rossella pugliatti

tenet desk
design_massimo scolari

genius executive chairs
design_roberto lazzeroni
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reiwa walk-in closet 
design_centro ricerche giorgetti
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Poliform is currently a leading player on the 
international furniture scene. The highly 
successful result of adventurous enterprise, the 
company has always based its vision on the search 
for quality by updating its lines in keeping with all 
that is good in contemporary lifestyle trends.

mondrian sofa / coffee tables / stanford armchairs
design_jean-marie massaud
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tribeca sofa / coffee table
design_jean-marie massaud

wall system bookcases system / quid modular system
design_r&d poliform
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bristol sofa / coffee table / sideboard 
ipanema armchair
design_jean-marie massaud
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bellport sofa / creek coffee tables
design_jean-marie massaud
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laze bed 
design_rodolfo dordoni

onda night table
design_r&d poliform

soori highline 
armchair
design_soo chan

onda 
chest of drawers
design_r&d poliform
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rever bed
design_rodolfo dordoni

soori side table
design_soo chan

chloe bed / chest of drawer
design_carlo colombo

home hotel coffee table / console / bench
design_jean-marie massaud

soori coffee table
design_soo chan

santa monica armchair
design_jean-marie massaud
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jacqueline bed
design_jean-marie massaud

flute coffee table
design_roberto barbieri

play pouf
design_r&d poliform

mad chair armchairs
design_marcel wanders
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santa monica home armchair / tribeca coffee table
design_jean-marie massaud

onda pouf / wall system bookcases system
design_r&d poliform

concorde writing desk
design_emmanuel gallina

manta chair
design_rodrigo torres
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concorde table / grace chairs
design_emmanuel gallina

kensington table / seattle chairs
design_jean-marie massaud
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howard table / ventura armchairs
design_jean-marie massaud
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bangkok wardrobes
design_operadesign

ventura lounge 
armchair
design_jean-marie massaud

guest chair 
design_rodolfo dordoni
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ubik walk-in closet / skin wardrobes
design_r&d poliform

new york poufs
design_jean-marie massaud
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senzafine walk-in closet
design_r&d poliform

fitted wardrobes
design_rodolfo dordoni
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ironmongery



Since 1946, Baldwin Hardware has delivered 
modern luxury to discriminating homeowners, 
architects and designers through superior design, 
craftsmanship and functionality.

entrance handles

6945 Hollywood Hills

6526 kensington

6962  fenwick

6963 bristol

6933 versailles

6966 lakeshore
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levers

5107 5162 5132

L002

L029

L015

knobs

5013 5067 5060

K006

5050

K005

5055

5025

K004
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Bonco products have established as a brand of quality 
and reliability.  Bonco builders hardware and bathroom 
accessories are now supplied for wholesale markets 
and construction projects in Hong Kong, Macau, the 
mainland China and also distributed overseas.

entrance handles

49901L 4960L4957L
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levers

sb221-a

sbk803-a sbk802-c sbk804-a

nl809-a

knobs

ghe-01 gha-05

3055 3098 3117

2000v

hinges panic exit device

bathroom accessories
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Founded in 1990, Colombo Design produces articles 
of high standard design for the modern habitat, articles 
that are easily adaptable and that are accessible to the 
majority of potential clients.  It is proudly equipped 
with sophisticated and robotized plants that guarantee 
a complete internal production cycle.

door handles

bl11

ms11mr11

mg11

mf11 db41
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door pulls

cb16 id16 mg26 id26 cb36 id56

bathroom accessories

b2501

b2809 b2412 eb17

b3231b6291
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kitchen



Giorgetti presents a kitchen which embodies 
the company’s style and coherently rounds out 
its interior design products. With this, the brand 
reaffirms its ability to operate in all aspects of 
design and to respond ever more efficiently to 
the demands of a Giorgetti lifestyle.
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Modern kitchens should be flexible, functional and beautiful 
– as the heart of the home and the hub of home entertaining 
– they must be well designed to fit both a space and a way of 
life.  The Poliform collection of kitchens offers total freedom 
of composition, materials, finishes and colours.  The brand 
creatively collaborates with respected architects such as 
Paolo Piva, Christian Liaigre and Vincent van Dyusen.

trail
design_carlo colombo and r&d varenna
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phoenix
design_r&d varenna
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artex
design_r&d varenna
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twelve
design_carlo colombo and r&d varenna
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my planet
design_r&d varenna
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alea
design_r&d varenna
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At Vespa, kitchen systems are designed and 
built to suit the needs of each customer, 
taking you to the room of culinary pleasure 
and private time with family.
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